
                INTERNAL   ASSESSMENT  ASSIGNMENTS 

                                         M.COM IVth SEMESTER 

              2021-22 

Dear Students, 

 

Welcome to M.Com IVth  Semester ! 

Please follow the below mentioned instructions carefully: 

1. You have to attempt each subject assignment in separate file covers indicating the 

following particulars: 

 Name   

 Enrollment no  

 Subject and Course no  

 Semester  

 Evaluator’s Signature  

 Personal whatsapp & contact number   

 Email ID  

2. Assignments should be prepared on A4 size ( ruled on one side, plain on the other) sheets 

only. 

3. Write on one side of the sheet only. 

4. Only cardboard files (with only tags , no clips) shall be used. 

5. Photocopy of the Enrollment card has to be attached after the index page of the subject file. 

6. Attempt all the assignments carefully as there is no provision for revaluation. 

7. Assignments have to be handwritten by the candidates themselves. 

8. Assignments (in five separate files) have to be submitted in MCOM section of the 

Directorate of Distance Education as per dates notified and no files shall be accepted after 

the notified date. 

9. Enrollment no. as well as course no. should be written carefully on the outer cover page as 

well as on the index page of the file. 

10. Only blue pen should be used, USE OF RED PEN IS PROHIBITED. 

11. Each assignment carries 10 marks i.e. 20 marks for Two assignments, Answer to each 

assignment should be within 700 to  800 words. 

12. The Assignments shall be accepted from  04-08-2023 till 08-08-2023(only on working 

dates) during working  hours (10am to 5pm excluding lunch break from 1:30 to 2:00pm), 

In no case, assignments dates shall be extended. 

 

 

 



MCOM-FC411  FINANCIAL DECISION ANALYSIS 

 

IAA-1  What do you mean by financial decision analysis ? Explain the role of financial analysis 

in decision making ? 

IAA-2  Explain the causes and types of risks in detail.Explain the measurement of risk using 

different techniques with examples. 

 

 MCOM-FC412  INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

IAA -1   Discuss nature and scope of International financial decisions. 

IAA -2   Distinguish between financial future and forward contract.Also discuss the role of 

financial futures in International  currency markets. 

MCOM-FC414 ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

IAA-1 (a) Explain the various factors which influence the dividend decision of a  firm. 

     (b) Discuss the various forms of Dividends. 

IAA-2 (a) What is working capital? Critically explain the factors affecting the requirements of 

working capital. 

     (b) What are the types of working capital? 

MCOM-FE416 STRATEGIC COST MANAGEMENT 

IAA-1  Management Accounting is a field of accounting that provides decision makers with the 

insights they need to succeed. What are the different techniques supporting it? 

IAA-2 “ Business understands and manages the potential quid pro quo between traditional 

economic goals and environment goals”, State why there is need for adoption of green 

accounting? 

MCOM-FE417 MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES 

IAA-1 What are the types of financial services available? Discuss the growth of financial 

services in India. 

IAA-2 What is Pire Purchase Asgreement? Which are the terminologies used in hire purchase 

agreements? Distinguish between hire purchase and lease financing. 
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